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Jean Baptiste Decrees
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I went to Jerusalem and had to release a prophetic decree that that Jerusalem will not be a
divided city, Jerusalem will remain a united city. And there is a parallel here, I also say that we
must keep our eyes on a next generation political spirit in Quebec. Because there is a voice
that will want to arise again in this next decade and bring separatism, but this is not the Lord’s
desire. The Lord’s desire is that there be many different tongues and tribes that can walk
together in unity. So you might not feel as though what I’m about to declare needs to be done,
but none the less, I feel it needs to be done. Canada shall remain a one, united, nation- with
diversity and unity. Honouring the different cultures, and honouring each redemptive gift.
Canada shall remain a united nation.
Canada will be a model to the nations of people of different ethnic backgrounds, people of
multiple languages, people with different cultures, can walk together in unity...
...I declare the door of the harvest is open in Quebec! Im not necessarily saying the door to
the final great harvest, but there are times and seasons and cycles in God. so I have been
declaring everywhere I go, that the door of the harvest is now open. So we need to learn to
cast our nets again, to become fishers of men. so look for open doors, knock on doors and
believe God’s going to use doors. I was given a vision before I came here of going through
double doors. My trip coming into your nation this time, the primary vision the Lord gave me
was going through double doors. They will be doors of closing and doors of opening. the
doors of binding and loosing. Doors of closure and doors of opening for new days. So i am
here to declare to you - the door to the harvest is now open!
...I keep seeing that there is going to be an international youth day, I don’t know when it will
happen, but there will be an international youth day in Quebec, I think it will be in Montreal.
There will be an international youth day, it will be a world-wide gathering of young people to
come, worship and celebrate. So you pray into this, an invitation of the Holy Spirit is getting
sent out to a religious, secular city for an international youth day, where young people will get
delivered and young people will get saved.
...Now you need to see as a redemptive gift upon Quebec, not separatism, not independence,
but you need to see that you have a birth mark as a forerunner, and that calling has not fully
been met and fulfilled. So I declare over Quebec: You might be religious, you might be
political, at times you might be very liberal and independent, but you were born with a
birthmark of a forerunner anointing.
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So I declare over Quebec, we dust off all the religious stuff, we dust away all the political stuff,
we dust away the liberal stuff and go back to the foundation and we declare to Quebec: you
have the anointing of a forerunner, you prepare the way for One who is greater. This is a
prophetic anointing.
Now listen, prophets are opposed. The prophetic is opposed. Who opposes the prophets and
the prophetic? Primarily Jezebel, and that is what has been empowered in Quebec. But we
can displace Jezebel, by walking in righteousness, walking in the opposite spirit, because
Jezebel fed the prophets at her table and led them into immorality. So I make a declaration
that the true forerunner anointing is greater than any Jezebel spirit. true prophetic will
eventually override the polluted religious spirit. I declare it in Jesus name! So we dust off the
religious, we dust off the political, we dust off the independent spirit, and we dust off the
Jezebel anointing, and we declare: Quebec, take your place as a forerunner, as a forerunner,
as a forerunner. Plow the fields, break open fallow ground!
.... I am here to declare that the atmosphere is going to shift and there is going to be a flow of
a prophetic movement in Quebec.
...There is an apostolic and prophetic vision that Canada has been birthed in that the glory of
the Lord will cover Canada from sea to shining sea. You must pray your promise in to being.
You must call that which is not as if it already is. you must declare, that from Prince Edward
Island, all the way to Victoria, all the way to the Arctic circle that the glory of the Lord is going
to shine upon Canada, from sea to sea to sea. There is no other nation on the earth that uses
that verse (Ps 72:8) for their founding.
Transformation is in your destiny Canada. You are not the little orphan, smaller, brother. I’m
saying this and I love my country, I’m not an United States of America basher. But you are not
an inferior nation, and you gotta get over this little orphan mindset to be able to take your
place in the nations... Just like a person has to get healed from inferiority, and a person needs
to get delivered from a spirit of rejection you need to get over comparing yourself to other
nations. God is the only one you are to compare yourself to... You need to become secure in
your identity for there is still a strong prophetic voice that is to come out of Canada.
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